
Host/Organizer Guide for USEA Instructors’ Certification Program Workshops
                     3-Day ICP Young Event Horse Workshop for Instructors of YEH Riders (CIs) and for YEH Professional Trainers (CTs)

                 Day #1 – Developing Young Event Horses’ Flatwork and Dressage (subject to modification by ICP Faculty)
                               Attention:  CTs must ride twice each day, once in a model-teaching lesson and once independently during an afternoon time slot.
                                                                           Candidates who are both CIs and CTs must instruct and ride each day.
                                All 3 days:  Horses ridden will be YEHs  (preferably 4- and 5-year-olds); riders may include amateur and professional riders.

Time (8am-5pm)             Workshop Activities  - Dressage                                                                                   Presenter              To-do for Wksp. Host
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1.Introduce ICP and event riding/training/instruction goals and methods.
   Introduce ICP recommended lesson stages.  (See ICP Standards Booklet, p.32)

2. Discuss art of working with YEHs.  Introduce on-the-ground relationship with handler: 
       Obedience  to being led, halted; standing quietly; moving body away from light touch; 
              staying out of people space. 

Discuss required equipment/environment/safety for riding/training of young event horses, 
    with and without other horses present.

    Discuss appropriate tack/bit choices for YEHs.  
Discuss rider seat, aids, contact for initial go, stop, turn with YEH. Discuss acceptance of,
    responsiveness to the bit.  Discuss relative strength of aids, depending upon horse 
    understanding, abilities, and compliance.
Discuss progressive, developmental education of YEH to leg, seat, rein aids.

3.  Introduce German Training Scale qualities and their relation to developing YEHs:                                           
       Rhythm, Relaxation/Looseness, Contact/Connection, Impulsion, Straightness, Collection.

 4. Model-teach lesson(s), topics to include any of the following:
     (Atten: Candidate Trainers must ride once each day in a model-teaching lesson.)
          Develop working gaits (walk, posting trot, canter) with rhythm, relaxation, contact. 
          Improve responsiveness to aids for transitions between gaits.
          Develop rider/horse ability to cover straight and curved tracks, including half circles, 
              corners, serpentines.
          Add  work with lengthened steps at all three gaits, including within-gait 
               transitions.
          Introduce bending and counterbending at medium walk and working trot.
          Introduce turn-on-forehand from ground and when mounted; introduce leg yielding.
          Discuss and teach half-halting, its execution and purposes.
(At lunch time, Faculty demonstrates proper fitting of ASTM/SEI helmet to a rider’s head.)
1. Practice-teaching by all candidate instructors and riding once by each candidate 

trainer:  30 min. lesson/ride + analysis/discussion by all after each lesson/ride.
                 Include observations and questions from riders in post-lesson discussions.
                (Atten: Candidate Trainers  must ride independently each afternoon.)

      *Select lesson topic(s) from movements discussed/taught in the morning, with topics
         chosen depending upon that horse’s current readiness and/or needs. 
      *Note temperament of and discuss best training approaches for each YEH ridden.

    *Identify and discuss German Training Scale qualities present and absent in each YEH.
  
Teaching should include “seeing” & analysis, choosing/communicating appropriate exercises, 

explicitly describing aids for each exercise, analyzing with rider the effect of the exercise as 
ridden, improving the way the exercise is ridden, confirming any improvement.

  2. Faculty advises the following to all candidate instructors and candidate trainers.  How to 
>>

 Check horse/rider/tack and all riding for SAFETY;        
 Relate well to the horse and to the student/trainer who is riding;
 Choose appropriate exercises and explicitly state rider and horse positions + 

      placement/timing of rider aids for each exercise; 
 Evaluate quality of rider/horse work;
 Make appropriate corrections in student/trainer/horse; 
 Help student/trainer identify the timing and feel of the work, especially when the

     student/trainer and horse show improvement;
 Make a positive improvement via instructing or riding;
 Summarize main ideas at the end of the lesson/ride;
 Develop and share strategies for going forward as a rider/horse pair.

    3.  Discuss day’s work and material covered.
         Discuss/answer Candidate Instructor, Candidate Trainer , and riding student questions.

Faculty

Faculty

  

Faculty

Faculty

Provide 1 or 2 4-/5-year-old 
horses in hand.
  

Provide 2 or 3 4-/5-year-old
  horses/riders (or as many
  as requested by Faculty
  for his/her model-teaching). 
 

Provide as many 4-/5-year-
old

horses/riders as needed for 
each 30-minute CI lesson
and as many 4-/5-year-old 
horses  as needed for each 
30-minute CT ride.

Each Candidate Trainer
must ride twice each day,
once with Faculty as
instructor and once
independently each 

    afternoon .
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     and
   Faculty
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    with
  CIs ,CTs,
other riders,
 and all 
    YEHs
   ridden



                         3-Day ICP Young Event Horse Workshop for Instructors of YEH Riders and for YEH Professional Trainers 
              Day #2 – Developing Young Event Horses’ Show Jumping  (subject to Faculty modification)

                        Attention:  CTs must ride twice each day, once in a model-teaching lesson and once independently during an afternoon time slot.
                                                                               Candidates who are both CIs and CTs must instruct and ride each day.

(Time 8am-5pm)     Workshop Activities   -  Show Jumping                                                                                     Presenter             To-do for Wksp. Host
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1. Discuss safety/required equipment/tack for riding that will include jumping. 
         Recommend that an adult always be present when a rider is jumping a YEH – or any horse.
    Review and discuss past jumping experience of each YEH being ridden.

Discuss importance of positive developmental thinking while training a YEH to negotiate
      obstacles.

    Discuss safe riding in groups, including developmentally positive ways to benefit from
          presence of other ridden horses while training a YEH to jump.

2.  Discuss seats and contact for jumping canter and for jumping.
          Light seat and its variations;  deeper seat;  jumping position
     Identify exercises for establishing/confirming rider balance/security/connection when in
          light seat.
     
3.  Discuss training goals for YEH while jumping:
      Discover each YEH’s rhythm, tempo, balance, speed for current best jumping canter.
      Accustom each YEH to varied low obstacles by having those available and by riding 
                  over them at every gait, including the walk when appropriate.
            Include related fences; vary low grids for development of athleticism.
            Include angled approaches to single fences.  
            Include sequences of fences with attention to quality of canter maintained to, after, 
                   and between fences (line, sufficient impulsion, balance, speed).
             Include some low jumps resembling XC obstacles.
      Do not use a constantly restraining hand, even on a hot horse:  ride large circles and use
             voice to calm a hot horse to reestablish harmony and ease.  Every horse must accept
             a driving leg, no matter how rarely needed. 

4.  Model-teach content from #3, above.
     (Atten: Candidate Trainers must ride once each day in a model-teaching lesson.)
     Ask CIs and CTs to evaluate quality of YEH gaits and jumping, as well as riders’ contact/
          connection and effective use of aids for YEH line, impulsion, balance, speed.  
     Identify and implement ways for each rider to positively develop his/her YEH’s  performance.

Faculty

Faculty

Faculty

Faculty
and all
CIs and
CTs

Provide 1 or 2 riders/horses
for demonstration purposes.

Provide 2 or 3 4-/5-year-old
  riders/horses (or as many
  as requested by Faculty for
  his/her model-teaching). 

Provide as many 4-/5-year-old
horses/riders as needed for 
each 30-minute CI lesson and
as many 4-/5-year-old horses 
as needed for each 30-minute 
CT ride.
.
 

Each Candidate Trainer
must ride twice each day,
once with Faculty as
instructor and once 
independently each
afternoon.
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  1.  Practice-teaching by all candidate instructors and riding once by each candidate trainer.    
           30 min. lesson/ride + analysis/discussion by all after each lesson/ride.

               Include observations and questions from riders in post-lesson discussions.

        (Atten: All Candidate Trainers must ride independently each afternoon.)
       
      *Select lesson content from exercises/topics discussed or taught in the morning and/or from
          topics identified below.
      *Observe temperament of and discuss best training approaches for each YEH ridden.
  
       Lessons’ content may include any of the following, as well as other content:
          Develop/maintain/improve quality of trot and canter for jumping.
          Discuss art of deciding upon best developmental steps for each horse’s jumping training 
               -- types and size of jumps, sequences of jumps, difficulty of jumping track.
          Ride/train for success with each horse by handling any of the following in developmentally
                positive ways:
                    Run-outs                                            Napping
                    Refusals                                             Dwelling in the air
                    Repeated chipping before fences    Rearing
                    Drifting or spooking                         Bucking
                    Inverting 
                   
2.    Discuss day’s work and material covered.
       Discuss and answer Candidate Instructor ,Candidate Trainer, riding student questions.

    All
Candidate
Instructors
,
    all
Candidate
Trainers,
 other 
riders,
    and
Faculty

   

All CIs,
CTs, other 
riders, and
Faculty



                        

                                  3-Day ICP YEH Workshop for Both Instructors of YEH Riders and YEH Professional Trainers 



       Day #3 – Developing Young Event Horses’ Cross Country Jumping and Galloping  (subject to Faculty modification)
        Attention:    CTs must ride twice each day, once in a model-teaching lesson and once independently during an afternoon time slot.
                                                                               Candidates who are both CTs and CIs must ride and instruct each day.

 (Time 8am-5pm)    Workshop Activities – Cross Country Riding/Jumping                                                         Presenter              To-do for Workshop Host
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1.   Discuss/advise handling of initial and ongoing XC challenges for YEH:
         *Presence across country of very few  boundaries; possibility of storms
         *For horse and for rider, anxiety of solo riding, excitement of group riding
         *Variations of ground slope  – up, down, cross-slope, flat
         *Variations of footing – muddy, hard, slick, rough, irregular, sandy
         *Natural obstacles – logs, water, bogs, ditches – and holes!
         *Other animals – dogs, cows, deer, woodchucks, etc.
         *Cars, buses, trucks, tractors, motorcycles, bikes, trains, airplanes, etc. 
       Discuss specific ways an experienced XC horse can be used to help educate a YEH re XC.

2.    Discuss tack/bits/artificial aids,/studs for safe XC riding/training/galloping/jumping.
       Discuss conditioning.
3.    Discuss rider positions for riding XC, including when galloping, jumping up and down.
       Discuss desired qualities of YEH gallop, including methods for developing those.

4.    Discuss developmentally positive introduction of types of XC fences and varied ground
          slopes:  verticals, spreads, solid fences, combinations; banks up and down; water; ditches.
       Advise jumping  low obstacles until horse and rider are confident and horse starts to 
           understand how to use his body over XC terrain and fences.

5.    Model-teach lesson(s) with several riders/horses, including jumping, galloping.
         Discuss/teach  purposes, procedure, positions of  Preparation Period riding.
         Present some similar XC challenges to all horses/riders to observe and manage variety of
              horse/rider responses and positive handling of those responses to the same obstacle(s).
       (Atten: All Candidate Trainers must ride once each day in a model-teaching lesson.)

Faculty

Faculty

Faculty

Faculty

Faculty and
all CIs and
CTs

Provide at least 1 4-/5-year-old
  horse/rider for demonstration
  purposes.

Provide 2 or 3 4-/5-year-old
  horses/riders (or as many
  as requested by Faculty). 

Provide as many 4-/5-year-old
horses/riders as needed for 
each 30-minute CI lesson and
as many 4-/5-year-old horses 
as needed for each 30-minute 
CT ride.
.

Each  Candidate Trainer
must ride twice each day,
once with Faculty as
instructor and once 
independently each
afternoon . 

    December, 2016

1.  Practice-teaching by all candidate instructors and riding once by each candidate trainer.
          30 min. lesson/ride + analysis/discussion by all after each lesson/ride.

               Include observations and questions from riders in post-lesson discussions.

       (Atten: All Candidate Trainers must ride independently each afternoon.)
       
      *Select lesson content from exercises/topics discussed or taught in the morning and/or from
          topics identified below.
      *Observe temperament of and discuss best training approaches for each YEH ridden.
  
       Lessons’ content may include any of the following, as well as other content:
          Develop/maintain/improve horse’s responsiveness to rider’s aids and directives.
          Develop/maintain/improve horse’s balance and responsiveness to rider while galloping.
          Discuss art of deciding upon types and sequences of XC obstacles to present to each
               YEH, and do so.  Reward and confirm successful efforts.  Analyze and re-present
               when necessary.  Decide upon appropriate next developmental steps with each
               horse/rider pair.    Include teaching/implementation of Preparation Period riding.
           Discuss and teach XC jumping from a canter and XC jumping from a gallop.

2.  Faculty meets individually for 10 minutes with each CI and each CT to discuss each 
               candidate’s  demonstrated Workshop instruction and/or riding/training. 
               Make/write  recommendations for appropriate  developmental next steps.  

        With each CI, Faculty discusses demonstrated ability when teaching to “see”; analyze;  
            select and teach appropriate movements/exercises to develop, confirm, or improve YEH 
            horse and/or rider skills; communicate aids clearly and sensitively; and respond in a 
            developmentally positive manner to horse and/or rider challenges as well as successes. 
            
      With each CT, Faculty discusses demonstrated ability when riding to maintain a secure
             and independent seat; a sensitive and effective connection; correct and clearly 
             delivered aids; sufficient control; the ability to understand and develop a working
             partnership with the YEH; the knowledge/judgment to advise appropriate next
             developmental steps for each YEH ridden.
 

All
Candidate
Instructors,
    all
Candidate
Trainers,
    and
Faculty

Faculty +
each CI and
each CT, one 
at a time, for
individual
meetings

  



     


